
Nippon Bearing has expanded the new generation GM Slide Bush 
series to now include the popular Double-Wide and Flange Types to 
provide an even wider selection of products.

GM (single type)

GM-W (double-wide type)

GMF-W (round flange double-wide type)

GMK-W (square flange double-wide type)

GMT-W (two side cut double-wide flange type)
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NIIPON Bearing's new generation of lightweight, low noise GM Slide Bush series has been 
expanded to now include the Double-Wide and Flange types with the benefits and features 
described below.
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Lightweight
The GM Slide Bush makes efficient use of resin 
components making it possible to achieve an overall 
weight reduction of 30�50� when compared with 
the SM Slide Bush.
Compact Size
The GM-W Slide Bush is shorter in overall length 
when compared with the SM-W Slide Bush, while 
maintaining equivalent rated loads. This allows for full 
use of installation space and stroke.
Low Noise Design
The ball return section is configured completely in 
resin material, which provides for low noise operation. 

Smooth Movement, High Acceleration/Deceleration Support
The GM Slide Bush provides smooth movement 
under high acceleration/deceleration motion through 
the accurately lined-up circulation of the balls, a 
lightweight structure.
Product Configurations
The GM Slide Bush series is now available in three 
main types: Single, Double-Wide, and Double-Wide 
with flange. Each type is available for shaft diameters 
ranging from 6mm through 30mm. The Double-Wide 
Flange type may be provided with either Round, 
Square, or Two Side Cut flanges.
Seal
An optional integral resin seal is also available.

Figure 1: Structure of GM/GM-W slide bush

NB's GM Slide Bush consists of an outer cylinder casing, steel balls, and ball retainer. The outer cylinder casing 
is steel combined with resin and is formed by precision grinding processes.

STRENGTH and STABILITY: Double-Wide Type GM-W 
EASY INSTALLATION: Round Flange Double-Wide Type GMF-W  
 Square Flange Double-Wide Type  GMK-W  
 Two Side Cut Double-Wide Flange Type GMT-W 
Each of these new products are available in standardized sizes for shaft diameters ranging from 6mm through 
30mm.
NB's GM Slide Bush series features an outer cylinder "load section" made of hardened steel and a "ball return section" 
made of resin. The two sections are formed together as one unit resulting in an overall weight reduction of 30�50� when 
compared to our traditional SM Slide Bush, while maintaining equivalent accuracies and capacities. The Double-
wide/Flange Double-wide products have been added to meet the needs of wide variety of application requirements. This 
new generation Slide Bush will respond to the demands of "low-cost" as well as broaden the application scope of Slide Bush.

Figure 2: Structure of GMF-W slide bush
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STRUCTURE AND FEATURES
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Allowable Load

A flange type Slide Bush is most commonly inserted 
into a hole with a dimension larger than its outer 
cylinder. An H7 bore tolerance is recommended for 
applications that require the steel outer cylinder to be 
used as the pilot. Additionally, the GM type flange 
installation should be performed as illustrated in 
Figure 3. The resin outer cylinder portion must not be 
used as a pilot.

Installation Notes
When inserting the GM Slide Bush into a housing, 
apply an even force to the end of the outer cylinder 
using a jig such as shown in Figure 4. Handle careful 
as a precision component; do not subject to strong 
shocks by dropping or hammering on the resin outer 
cylinder.
When using two or more shafts, it is very important to 
maintain the parallelism between shafts, as this will 
greatly affect the smoothness of movement and 
component life. Adjust the parallelism as needed to 
achieve smooth movement during the operation of a 
GM Slide Bush.

Table 1: Comparison of allowable loads

Table 2: Recommended Fit for Single and Double-Wide Types

allowable static 
moment

basic static
load rating

basic dynamic
load ratingseries

111GM single type
Approx.  421.6GM double-wide type
Approx.   621.6*SM double-wide type
Approx. 2121.6* Triple-wide type

Note: Single type is assigned a load of 1 for comparison purposes only. 
* SM-series reference values

Figure 4: Recommended Installation method

NB's GM Slide Bush is classified into either a Single or Double-Wide type in terms of the outer cylinder length. 
Table 1 below lists comparative allowable loads. A Double-Wide Slide Bush is recommended if the Slide Bush is 
expected to withstand moment loads.

shaftaccuracy 

grade
series

clearance fit
g6HighGMF-W
g6HighGMK-W
g6HighGMT-W

Table 3: Recommended Fit for Double-Wide Type with Flange Type

Figure 3: Recommended Flange Installation

housingshaftaccuracy 

grade
series clearance

fit
transition

fit
clearance

fit
H7h6g6HighGM
H7�g6HighGM-W

d2

d1

d2=D-(0.3~1)

D:outer diameter 

of outer cylinder

d1=dr-(0.3~1)

dr:inner contact 

diameter

SPECIFICATIONS

INSTALLATION
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GM�TYPE
� Single-Type �

GM-AJ type of slide bush (adjustable clearance type) is also manufactured. Please contact NB for details. ���� 1N�0.102kgf 

part number structure

UUGMexample 12

GM type

inner contact diameter UU
Blank without seal

seals on both sides

Seal

L

D drD
1

BW W

basic load ratingmajor dimensionsnumber

of ball

circuits

part

number

mass

g

static

Co

N

dynamic

C

N

D1

mm

W

mm

B

mm

L

mm

Ddr
tolerance

�mmm

tolerance

�mmm
526520611.51.111.3190

�11
12

  0

� 9

64GM   6
1039227414.31.115.3241584GM   8
18549372181.319.429

0

�13

19104GM 10
23784510201.320.43021124GM 12
27784510221.320.43223134GM 13
451,180774271.623.33728164GM 16
701,37088230.51.627.342

0

�16

32
  0

�10

206GM 20
1501,570980381.8537.35940256GM 25
1802,7401,570431.8540.86445306GM 30
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GM-W�TYPE
� Double-Wide-Type �

part number structure

UUWGMexample 12

double-wide

GM type

inner contact diameter

seals on both sides

L

D drD
1

BW W

Mo

1N�0.102kgf   1N�m�0.102kgf�m 

allowable
static 

moment

Mo

N�m

basic load ratingmajor dimensionsnumber

of ball

circuits

part

number

mass

g

static

Co

N

dynamic

C

N

D1

mm

W

mm

B

mm

L

mm

Ddr
tolerance

�mmm

tolerance

�mmm
91.553032311.51.120.3280

�13
12

0

�10

64GM   6W UU
183.378443114.31.127.3361584GM   8W UU
315.01,100588181.331.441

0

�16

19104GM 10W UU
427.61,570813201.336.44621124GM 12W UU
508.11,570813221.336.44823134GM 13W UU
7613.82,3501,230271.639.35328164GM 16W UU

13020.02,7401,40030.51.650.365
0

�19

32
0

�12

206GM 20W UU
28034.83,1401,560381.8569.39140256GM 25W UU
33457.55,4902,490431.8575.89945306GM 30W UU
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part number structure

F UUWGMexample 12

flange type
double-wide type

GM type

inner contact diametertwo side cut flange
square flange
round flangeF

K
T

seals on both sides

L

D dr

Mo

H t

D
f

P.
C

.D
.

N1-S

Reference plane

major dimensions
number

of ball

circuits

part

number HLDdr
t

mm

Df

mmmmmm

tolerance

�mmm

tolerance

�mmm

two side cut 
double wide 
flange type

square flange 
double wide 

type

round flange 
double wide 

type
42817.8280

�13
12

0

�10

64GMT   6W UUGMK   6W UUGMF   6W UU
43225.1361584GMT   8W UUGMK   8W UUGMF   8W UU
44028.241

0

�16

19104GMT 10W UUGMK 10W UUGMF 10W UU
44234.24621124GMT 12W UUGMK 12W UUGMF 12W UU
44334.74823134GMT 13W UUGMK 13W UUGMF 13W UU
44838.35328164GMT 16W UUGMK 16W UUGMF 16W UU
55449.265

0

�19

32
0

�12

206GMT 20W UUGMK 20W UUGMF 20W UU
56270.59140256GMT 25W UUGMK 25W UUGMF 25W UU
87474.39945306GMT 30W UUGMK 30W UUGMF 30W UU

GMF-W

GMF-W�TYPE
� Round Flange Double-Wide Type  �

GMK-W�TYPE
� Square Flange Double-Wide Type  �

GMT-W�TYPE
� Two Side Cut Double-Wide Flange Type �
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K

N1-S N2-S N2-S

WW

F

A A

allowable
static 

moment

Mo

basic load rating
mass

g

Static

Co

Dynamic

C

perpen-

dicularity

flange
GMT-WGMF-W�GMK-W

N2-S

mm

F

mm

A

mm

W

mm

N1-S

mm

K

mm

P.C.D.

mm GMT-WGMK-WGMF-WN�mNN�m
2120251.5530323

15

2-3.5�20184-3.52220
3332383.37844312-3.5�24214-3.52524
5250625.01,1005882-4.5�29254-4.53029
6563757.61,5708132-4.5�32274-4.53232
7472838.11,5708132-4.5�33294-4.53433

1049911513.82,3501,2304-4.52231344-4.53738
17116518820.02,7401,400

20
4-5.52436384-5.54243

33132535034.83,1401,5604-5.53240464-5.55051
44743750257.55,4902,4904-6.63549514-6.65860

1N�0.102kgf   1N�m�0.102kgf�m 

GMK-W

GMT13W or smaller

GMT-W

GMT16W or larger
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